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Longer captions require more time to consume, whereas shorter captions may hinder a user’s ability to fully understand the image’s
content. We explore how to effectively collect both thumbnail captions—succinct image descriptions meant to be consumed quickly—
and comprehensive captions, which allow individuals to understand visual content in greater detail. We consider text-based and
time-constrained methods to collect descriptions at these two levels of detail, and find that a time-constrained method is most effective
for collecting thumbnail captions while preserving caption accuracy. We evaluate our collected captions along three human-rated
axes—correctness, fluency, and level of detail—and discuss the potential for model-based metrics to perform automatic evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid expansion of information available online necessitates new avenues of information consumption; for example,
browsing through news feeds on social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram and consuming
information via images has become commonplace. “Thumbnail” presentations, which are textual or image previews,
enable people to browse through a plethora of information via infinite scroll before deciding what to consume in depth.
Ideally, thumbnail presentations provide internet users with just enough information to decide what to consume when
navigating the ever-increasing amount of information online.
In contrast, speech interaction users rely on screen readers and image captions when consuming online information.
Given that a small percentage of online images have captions available [12], efforts to increase the number of captions
online has focused on generating automatic alternative text (AAT) [7, 15, 45, 47] and crowdsourcing captions for image
datasets [39]. AAT generators and crowdsourcing mechanisms typically generate one caption per image, which does
not afford the kind of rapid information browsing that thumbnail images could potentially provide. For instance, Apple
devices allow Facebook to announce image alt text for screen reader users [33] and other notifications in its hands-free
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mode [19]; however, the AAT generated for images is very rudimentary (e.g., “Image may contain tree, sky, outdoor”
[33]). Additionally, announcing long or tedious image descriptions may not always be desirable for screen reader users.
Hence, thumbnail captions may provide a more useful format for these types of interactions. Another use case of
thumbnail captions is the consumption of online information by Blind and Visually Impaired (BVI) individuals; short
captions with fewer details, while not enough to fully mentally visualize images, can provide enough flexibility to skim
through a plethora of images for information of interest, whereas long, detailed captions may hinder a BVI individual’s
ability to quickly sift through posts on their timeline.
Recent research has explored methods of interaction with multiple descriptions for one image [24, 30, 31]; in particular,
Morris et al. [30] illustrated the potential benefits of multi-level progressive detail interaction—wherein the first caption
of the progressive detail is meant to be equivalent in detail to standard alternative (“alt”) text, while subsequent captions
may reveal more information—to support better comprehension and flexibility by providing more control as to how
much information a BVI individual wants to receive. Furthermore, it was suggested by the participants in this study
that details should be carefully ordered to reflect how a sighted person interprets an image in a step-by-step manner.
Motivated by how multi-level progressive detail image descriptions may be employed to design better interactions for
BVI individuals, we explore how to effectively collect thumbnail captions to afford faster browsing of imagery for
speech interaction users in general.
Providing descriptions with multiple levels of detail for online images is a cumbersome task for alt text authors, especially as it is already unlikely for such image descriptions to be provided in the first place [12, 28]. While crowdsourcing
mechanisms come with their own sets of known challenges in obtaining image descriptions [39], previous works have
developed effective methods for collecting image descriptions [17, 46], leading to the creation of image caption datasets
[7, 15]. However, it is unclear whether we can leverage similar crowdsourcing mechanisms to obtain thumbnail captions
or captions with specific levels of detail.
As a step toward enabling captions for images with specific levels of information, in this work we are interested
in designing crowdsourcing mechanisms to effectively obtain captions with two levels of detail: 1) “thumbnail,” short
captions containing only the information essential to succinctly describe an image and 2) “comprehensive,” long
captions describing all aspects of an image in greater detail. To this end, we compare conventional methods for
collecting descriptions with online workers, wherein we textually specify the level of detail desired, and a new, timeconstrained collection method that limits how much time a worker has to view the image before providing a description.
The rationale behind this time-constrained method is that it leverages the most salient information about an image,
which humans extract from a quick glance. Specifically, we allow online workers to view an image for only 500
milliseconds, hypothesizing that this timed method will yield thumbnail captions with fewer—yet correct—details. We
evaluate the effectiveness of these text-based and time-constrained methods to collect captions with different levels of
detail by measuring caption accuracy and detail with both human ratings and model-based metrics. This work makes
two main contributions:
• We propose and validate a time-constrained method for the effective collection of thumbnail-style image captions.
Thumbnail captions are concise descriptions intended to aid speech interaction users in browsing online images.
• We explore and empirically validate model-based metrics for assessing the human-rated level of detail in image
captions with the goal of enabling future automatic evaluations.
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RELATED WORK

2.1

One Caption Does Not Fit All

Current approaches to image captioning rely on a single image caption—also referred to as alt text or image description—
to textually convey information pertaining to an image [45]. However, research involving BVI individuals has highlighted
the need for different types of descriptions depending on context and content, demonstrating that one-size-fits-all
approaches to image captions are suboptimal for speech interaction users’ understanding and consumption of images
[13, 18, 20, 24, 28, 30, 41]. While prior research has focused on the delivery of captions via various speech modalities
(e.g., varying speed of speech [8]), recent work has explored different methods of transmitting information by providing
multiple descriptions per image; for example, Zhong et al. [47] created an interface for region-based image descriptions
that stitched together separate images (regions) and their crowdsourcing descriptions. In addition to these “spatial
captions,” Morris et al. [30] explored novel interactions for consuming images through screen readers, including
progressive detail; the goal of progressive detail is to give users control over the amount of information and the time
they need to understand an image. To achieve this, content authors must provide multiple descriptions for a single
image and the logical order in which the screen reader should convey these descriptions; shorter, more essential
descriptions would be read first by the screen reader, followed by longer and more comprehensive ones. Morris
et al. experimented with three levels of detail and speculated that their implementation was flexible to a different
number of levels; additionally, their study participants demonstrated preferences for specific levels of detail (i.e., some
participants preferred only two levels). Having two captions available—one short, high-level preview and one long,
more comprehensive description—is also suggested by the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) for complex
images (e.g., graphs and figures [2]) and other survey studies of BVI individuals’ preferences in consuming images
[20, 28]. Following these recommendations, recent work has explored creating new speech interactions for image
consumption by combining spatial and two-detail-level interactions [24, Image Explorer], as well as evaluation tools for
descriptions [18]. In our study, we also consider two levels of detail, thumbnail (essential) and comprehensive. Rather
than focusing on the usefulness of the descriptions to BVI individuals, we first study the effectiveness of the collection
methods that can be used at a large scale for crowdsourcing captions with varied levels of detail.
2.2

Image Caption Collection

Creating alt text for images is a challenging task for both content authors and automation. Twitter and other social
media services have tried to address accessibility problems by allowing authors of content (posts, stories, and Tweets)
to provide alt text to their images; however, only ∼0.1% of Tweets with images have alt text, revealing the need for
automated methods to collect image descriptions [12].
Prior work has focused on scraping previously existing captions of similar images available online [14, 47] and using
human-in-the-loop approaches to produce captions for solicited images [1, 36, 44]. However, these approaches share
challenges—including cost, speed, and privacy—suggesting the need for alternate methods [15] such as AAT generators,
which are cheaper, faster, and more private than human-in-the-loop collection. Social media platforms such as Facebook
have recently begun to deploy AAT generators with positive outcomes [45]. Multiple datasets have been developed to
train AAT generators; however, there remains a need to explore methods of collecting such datasets at a larger scale.
Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) [7], one of the first image caption datasets, set the standard for user
interfaces that collect descriptions for images on a large scale through crowdsourcing; since then, most other image
caption datasets have used collection methods inspired by the MS COCO crowdsourcing interface [15]. For consistency
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with prior work, we use a modified version of the MS COCO interface for our control collection method. In addition, we
explore the effectiveness of collection methods that use either text-based instructions or time-constrained interactions
to collect captions with specific levels of detail.
2.3

Image Caption Evaluations

While there is obviously a need for AAT generators, the resulting generated captions are not up-to-par for the BVI
community and often require human corrections [37]; furthermore, it has been shown that BVI individuals are overly
trusting of automatically generated captions [29], rendering caption quality a critical issue. Quality evaluation is one
of the biggest challenges in using large-scale crowdsourcing methods [13]. Prior research focused on the evaluation
of image descriptions has mainly been conducted in the setting of collecting datasets for automatic image captioning
[7, 11, 16, 21–23, 25]; these methods utilize a wide range of natural language processing tools, from relatively simple
n-gram matching algorithms like bilingual language evaluation understudy (BLEU) [32] to vision-language trained
models such as ViLBERTScore [23]. However, the majority of these methods of evaluating image captions rely on
matching them against reference descriptions [11, 21].
Due to the subjective nature of image captions (i.e., there may be several correct descriptions for a single image), it
is standard practice to include more than one correct caption when evaluating image captioning datasets (reference
caption). For instance, MS COCO [7] collected five reference captions per image and employed commonly used metrics
for text similarity to evaluate the distance (similarity) between the candidate and reference captions [7]. However, these
initial metrics, including BLEU [32], METEOR [10], and ROUGE [26], are sub-optimal for comparing similar (rather
than identical) descriptions, as they suffer from common pitfalls such as not recognizing synonyms and over-sensitivity
to overlapping n-grams of otherwise semantically distinct descriptions [3]; these limitations have also been observed in
machine translation and sister tasks, where these metrics were first employed. Since the development of these metrics,
there has been considerable progress on new metrics for text similarity and specifically evaluating image captions
[4, 16, 22, 23, 25] which attempt to address these issues, although the original metrics remain the most commonly used.
In this study, we expand on how some of these new metrics perform when compared to human evaluations.
3
3.1

METHODS
Collection Methods for Obtaining Image Descriptions

In this study, we explore text-based and time-constrained methods for collecting image descriptions. Fig. 1 depicts our
online interface used to collect captions via the following four methods that we experimentally studied in this work:
• Control. The control collection method uses the instructions from MS COCO [7] with three modifications to
adapt the task for BVI individuals: 1) the inclusion of “important to a person who is blind” [15] in the main
instruction; 2) the removal of the instruction that prohibits proper names in descriptions, as BVI individuals
prefer descriptions with proper names if an image contains a famous person [40]; and 3) the removal of the
instruction that limits captions to at most one sentence to allow for greater flexibility in providing different levels
of detail.
• Text-based comprehensive information (Comprehensive). The comprehensive collection method adds to the
basic instructions by prompting workers to write “the most comprehensive” description of the image. We expect
descriptions collected via this method to be longer in length and contain more detail as compared to those
collected via the control method.
4
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Control
Describe all parts of the image that may be
important to a person who is blind.
Comprehensive
Provide the most comprehensive description
of all parts of the image that may be
important to a person who is blind.
Essential
Provide the most essential description of
all parts of the image that may be
important to a person who is blind.

Timed
Describe all parts of the image that may be
important to a person who is blind.

Remember:
You can only see
the image once.
Countdown

Fig. 1. Our online interface for obtaining image captions via four collection methods: control, comprehensive, essential, and timed.
For the first three collection methods (control, comprehensive and essential), the text instructions specify the required detail level of
the caption (top). For the timed collection method (bottom), when the user selects the See Image button, the image appears following
a countdown of 3 seconds and disappears after a fixed interval of 500 milliseconds.

• Text-based essential information (Essential). The essential collection method adds to the basic instructions
by prompting workers to write “the most essential” description of the image. We expect these descriptions to be
shorter in length and contain fewer details as compared to the control descriptions.
• Time-constrained (Timed). The timed collection method has the same instructions as the control method
but limits the time the workers can view an image to 500 milliseconds, analogous to how a sighted person
would briefly view an image while browsing online. To decide the length of the time constraint, we referred to
prior work on human signal processing, which has found that humans are able to classify images in under 150
milliseconds [42]. We ran small pilot studies amongst colleagues to test task difficulty for 500-, 1,000-, 3,000-, and
5,000-millisecond time windows; with no clear variance in task difficulty reported by participants, we chose the
smallest time window, 500 milliseconds.
3.2

Experimental Task and Procedure

We collected image captions from online workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk as following prior research [7, 15]. For
each collection method, workers were instructed to provide descriptions for sets of images from the MS COCO captions
dataset [7]. As recommended by prior work [40], we created four sets of six images selected by the authors to balance
5
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Questions
Is the description gibberish?
Is the description clearly incorrect English?

Are there repeated variations of the same
description in the assignment?

Is the description an opinion?
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Examples
re re yry yh rty defgfdhj th tryhtr5 er yeg
There was a people is bus vacation travelling.
no color blind see the picture in the image
I am see the picture in the image of no color blind
Good picture in the see the man is no color blind
Picture see the image in the man no color blind
See the picture in the image in the man of no blind
Picture see the image of the man no color blind
I like the image of the man.

Table 1. The exclusion criteria we used to remove clearly low-quality descriptions obtained from Amazon Mechanical Turk workers.

key themes in images commonly found online: event/scene, people, and objects/landmarks. Each of the four sets—four
Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT)—contained two images per theme (2 × 3 = 6 images in each set), resulting in a total of
24 (6 × 4) distinct images for this study. While a single worker was allowed to provide captions using all four collection
methods, our implementation restricted workers from repeating collection methods or image sets; each image set was
randomly assigned to one collection method for a worker who chose to do more than one HIT. However, we observed
that the majority of the workers provided image captions using only one of the four collection methods (one HIT).
3.3

Evaluation Metrics

While description quality is one of the biggest challenges in using crowdsourcing for obtaining image captions at scale
[13], in our setting, we had the additional challenge of measuring the two levels of description detail. Furthermore,
previous works recommend correlating automatic evaluations with human judgments in new settings [16, 23]; therefore,
we considered both model-based metrics and human evaluations for quantifying image quality (as measured by
correctness and fluency) and the amount of detail provided in the image descriptions.
3.3.1 Exclusion criteria. To ensure the basic quality of our collected image descriptions, we manually checked for
clearly inappropriate descriptions, such as those including random characters, repeated descriptions, and those with
clearly poor English, as determined by the authors. Table 1 lists our exclusion criteria along with examples of inferior
descriptions.
3.3.2 Caption consistency. One of the challenges in obtaining image captions via crowdsourcing is that descriptions
are subjective; multiple workers may produce different, but perhaps equally correct, captions. Furthermore, captions at
different levels of detail may display different degrees of similarity based on the level of detail each individual worker
chooses to include; for instance, when asked to provide a succinct description of an image with multiple objects of
interest, workers may choose to include different subsets of objects, resulting in artificially lower caption similarity
scores. Therefore, we first quantified the similarity of descriptions collected from different online workers for each
image and collection method. Recently, new model-based metrics have been introduced, which may reduce concerns
from earlier works on caption similarity as discussed in Section 2.3. Reimers and Gurevych [35] developed a sentencelevel BERT (Sentence-BERT) Siamese model that finds the cosine distance between the vector representations of two
sentences and has been shown to outperform other embedding-based methods. In our study, we used Sentence-BERT
to compute the average overall pairwise cosine similarity between descriptions, where a score of 1 signifies that the
6
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Fig. 2. Our interface for human judges to rate fluency, correctness, and amount of detail in the collected captions.

descriptions are the same and 0 indicates that the vectors are completely perpendicular (i.e., the descriptions are very
different).
3.3.3 Human evaluations. Prior research on human evaluation of automatically generated texts has explored manual
ratings across multiple evaluation dimensions, such as correctness, informativeness, and fluency [25, 43]. We adapted a
similar approach by asking human judges to rate a subset of the online workers’ descriptions across three dimensions:
fluency, correctness, and amount of detail. Such human evaluation not only allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of
each collection method, but also various model-based metrics for quantifying correctness and the amount of detail in
the obtained captions. Fig. 2 illustrates the user interface we used to collect human evaluation ratings.
• Fluency (0–100). The fluency of the language in a description is an important aspect of its quality, as systematic
language errors (e.g., misspellings, grammatical errors) add further challenges to the training of AAT generators.
Additionally, for this study, language errors such as misspellings could skew our language model-based metrics.
To assess fluency, judges were instructed to rate a description’s language fluency on a scale of 0 to 100 and focus
on the text only, ignoring the image. They were also instructed to take into account spelling errors, bad grammar,
and awkward word usage in their ratings.
• Correctness (0–100). The correctness (or appropriateness) of the details in a description is another aspect of
image description quality; to assess correctness, judges were instructed to focus on both the description and its
corresponding image and rate whether the details contained in the description were correct. However, they were
specifically advised not to focus on the length of or amount of detail in the description.
• Amount of detail (0–100). To evaluate the effectiveness of various collection methods in obtaining two levels
of detail (essential and comprehensive), we asked judges to focus on the textual description alone and rate the
amount of detail contained in the description regardless of its correctness.
3.3.4 Model-based metrics. As the size of image description datasets continues to increase, the need for automatic
quality assessment tools becomes vitally important. Below, we describe two categories of metrics—correctness and
amount of detail—and the specific model-based metrics we employed in this work.
Correctness metrics. We utilized two model-based metrics for caption quality estimation, both of which have been
previously shown to be well-correlated with human judgments of correctness.
7
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• SPICE_f (0–1). Simple metrics for image captions consider candidate descriptions based on n-gram overlaps
with reference descriptions; however, these metrics suffer from common pitfalls, as discussed in Section 2.3.
SPICE_f was created to target these limitations by using dependency trees, which abstract away most lexical and
syntactic idiosyncrasies, and then employing a rule-based method to map these trees into “scene” graphs to make
semantically-rich candidate-reference comparisons [3]. SPICE_f is an “F” measure, ranging from 0.0 (for incorrect
captions) to 1.0 (for correct captions). The previously reported correctness cut-off point is approximately .19
for the MS COCO dataset [3]. One of the limitations of this metric is that it is highly dependent on both the
quality of the dependency parser used to create the trees and the generalizability of the rules manufactured by
the authors of the model. Despite this, SPICE_f has been shown to be well-correlated with human judgments on
various domains and datasets [16, 21].
• ViLBERTScore_f (0–1). SPICE_f is based on reference descriptions only and not on images themselves; therefore,
it is subject to failure when the available reference descriptions are of poor quality. Contrarily, ViLBERTScore_f
[23] considers both caption and image to generate a correctness measure. Using the joint vector representations
of the image and its captions from a pre-trained ViLBERT model [27], ViLBERTScore_f [23] computes the cosine
similarity of the vector representations for the reference caption + image and the candidate caption + image to
obtain a metric between 0–1, where 1.0 is a correct caption and 0.0 is an incorrect caption. ViLBERTScore_f has
been found to be significantly more correlated with human judgment on multiple benchmark datasets than all
previous metrics [23]; however, it is still dependent on reference captions, rendering it vulnerable to poor-quality
text references. Additional methods that do not require reference descriptions are still very new, and at the time
of writing, their code and pre-trained models are not yet publicly available [16, 22]; however, initially reported
results suggest that ViLBERTscore_f remains competitive.
Detail level metrics. Collecting captions at different levels of detail is a novel task and the best method of measuring
such levels of detail has not yet been determined. In this work, we use two model-based metrics to approximate the
amount of detail contained in a description: the number of words in noun phrases (NPs) and cross-entropy.
• Number of words in NPs. NPs are groups of words that contain a noun and its modifiers. “Number of words
in NPs” is a reflective measure of how many details are packed into a description. Although prior work has
introduced metrics that utilize multiple parts-of-speech tags, it is still unclear which parts of speech are the
most important for measuring detail level. Moreover, using such amalgamated metrics creates multiple axes
of comparison, turning it into an even more convoluted problem; in contrast, counting the words in NPs is a
single-axis metric with a clear indication of detail. Thus, we used an NP tagger from the Natural Language
ToolKit (NLTK) [5] to count the words contained in each NP. While most words in NPs are typically nouns and
thus important for measuring detail level, determiners in NPs (such as “the”) are informative but common across
different types and styles of descriptions; given that they are equally frequent, we assume that determiners do
not affect relative comparisons disproportionately.
• Cross-entropy. Cross-entropy is a widely used metric in the NLP community, employed to measure the information conveyed in a sentence and to optimize language models toward a reference distribution ever since
Shannon’s introduction of the metric [38]. Cross-entropy measures the distance of observed events and a language
distribution where highly likely events yield low information (e.g., the word “the”) and unlikely events yield
high information (e.g., the word “platypus”). The cross-entropy of a description is calculated by adding the
log probability of the words in a description given its context. While accounting for word usage, this metric
correlates with the length of a description; for example, the phrase “the table” (𝑝 1 ) will have a lower entropy
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than “the brown table” (𝑝 2 ) because 𝑝 2 conveys more detail than 𝑝 1 by including the word “brown” to describe
the table’s color. Similarly, 𝑝 2 will have a lower entropy compared to “the fuschia table” (𝑝 3 ) because that color
is less likely to occur in text describing a table. We computed the cross-entropy of an image description using
GPT-2 Large [34] to measure the information conveyed based on the learned language distribution of GPT-2;1
we hypothesize that more complex descriptions (higher entropy) contain more detail. The goal of this metric
(along with using the number of words in NPs) is to estimate detail in order to differentiate between essential
and comprehensive image descriptions. A limitation of using cross-entropy is that it is highly dependent on the
language distribution learned by the model, which in turn depends on its implementation and, more importantly,
the data that it was trained on. However, GPT-2 Large was trained on a fairly large corpus from the Internet
containing a varied range of topics, thus theoretically making it less prone to biases based on training data
domain and/or observed levels of detail.
4

RESULTS

For the results reported below, we used a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) where the collection method was
set as the fixed effect. All post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted using independent t-tests with Bonferroni
corrections. For all statistical tests reported below, 𝑝 < .05 is considered a significant effect; we followed Cohen’s
guidelines on effect size and considered 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.01 a small effect size, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.06 a medium effect size, and 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.14 a
large effect size [9].
We recruited a total of 69 online workers to generate image descriptions and collected a total of 768 captions.
Examples of collected descriptions and their scores from our human judges and model-based metrics are shown in Fig.
3. The majority of workers performed only one HIT, or six descriptions, with an average of 11 descriptions overall.
Since our algorithm assigned collection methods randomly, it was unlikely to obtain the same number of descriptions
for each combination of image set and collection method. We grouped the descriptions by image set and collection
method in Fig. 4.
Caption consistency. To verify that workers produced comparably consistent captions across the collection methods,
we compute cosine similarity using Sentence-BERT as a variance metric for captions grouped by image. A one-way
ANOVA reveals no significant main effect of the collection method on the metric of cosine similarity, 𝐹 (3, 92) = 0.17, 𝑝 =
.916, 𝜂𝑝2 = .006 (Fig. 5, left).
4.1

Human Evaluation

We obtained human evaluations for a random set of 360 descriptions collected via various annotation methods. A total
of 11 (5 female, 5 male, 1 undisclosed) human judges aged 20 to 25 (𝑀 = 22.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.66) were recruited via reading
and laboratory group meetings from a pool of both undergraduate and graduate students at the authors’ institution.2
All judges self-reported their English proficiency as professional working or better; a majority (70%) reported native
English proficiency. Fig. 5 visualizes the main results of these human evaluations.
A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of the annotation method on the rating of caption fluency,
𝐹 (3, 356) = 0.30, 𝑝 = .828, 𝜂𝑝2 = .002. Additionally, a one-way ANOVA indicated no significant main effect of annotation
method on caption correctness, 𝐹 (3, 356) = 1.02, 𝑝 = .38, 𝜂𝑝2 = .009. However, we observed a significant main effect
of the annotation method on the amount of detail in the collected captions, 𝐹 (3, 356) = 5.91, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .047.
1 GPT-2
2 Note

(and Large) are transformer-based language models typically used for text generation [34]
that one judge chose not to share their demographics.
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Control

Timed

A car waiting while cyclers cross the street at a
sidewalk

Events

Five men on bikes are crossing a street
in front of a silver car.

Human rating

Human rating
Fluency: 97

Correct.: 100

Detail:

74

Fluency: 93

0.25 Noun:

SPICE:

SPICE:

8

Other examples

7

Essential
Five bikers are riding briskly across the street.

Human rating

Human rating

Fluency: 100

Correct.: 99

Detail:

98

Model-based metrics

Fluency: 94

0.29 Noun:

SPICE:

12

Man holding a frisbee at the twelfth hole at a
frisbee golf course.
Human rating
Fluency: 100

Correct.: 92

Detail:

68

Model-based metrics

Control

People

0.21 Noun:

A group of 5 bicyclists are crossing a the street
at a cross rock while a silver car waits.

ViLBERT: 0.88 Entropy: 105.9

0.15 Noun:

3

ViLBERT: 0.87 Entropy: 43.3

Timed

A man wearing sunglasses is standing next to a
sign holding a frisbee.
Human rating

Correct.: 100

Detail:

71

Model-based metrics

Fluency: 95

Correct.: 97

Detail:

31

Model-based metrics
0.20 Noun:

SPICE:

SPICE:

9

ViLBERT: 0.88 Entropy: 67.7

Other examples

64

Comprehensive

SPICE:

0.30 Noun:

7

ViLBERT: 0.93 Entropy: 63.8

Comprehensive

Essential

A bearded white man in his late twenties is
holding a frisbee near a sign for a disc golf
station in an area with pine trees and shrubs.

A man wearing sunglasses and holding a yellow
frisbee is on a disc golf course and he is about to
start the twelfth hole.

Human rating

Human rating

Fluency: 98

Correct.: 94

Detail:

100

Model-based metrics

Fluency: 100

0.29 Noun:

SPICE:

19

ViLBERT: 0.87 Entropy: 116

Control

An ancient type vase sits on display in a glass
case.
Human rating
Fluency: 92

Correct.: 100

Detail:

0.19 Noun:

13

ViLBERT: 0.85 Entropy: 107.9

Timed

A vase from what looks like ancient Greece.

Human rating
Correct.: 95

Detail:

31

Model-based metrics

Fluency: 51

Correct.: 97

Detail:

38

Model-based metrics
0.34 Noun:

SPICE:

SPICE:

9

ViLBERT: 0.92 Entropy: 51.8

0.07 Noun:

Essential

A brown vase with painted images of people and
horses is behind glass at a museum.

A vase with some ancient paintings on it is
inside a glass chamber.

Human rating

Human rating
Correct.: 94

Detail:

84

Model-based metrics

2

ViLBERT: 0.87 Entropy: 40.5

Comprehensive

Fluency: 87

100

Model-based metrics

SPICE:

Objects/things

Detail:

ViLBERT: 0.88 Entropy: 67.9

ViLBERT: 0.89 Entropy: 52.1

Other examples

Correct.: 70

Model-based metrics

Model-based metrics

Fluency: 70

Correct.: 100

Detail:

16

Model-based metrics
0.24 Noun:

SPICE:

10

ViLBERT: 0.86 Entropy: 74.4

SPICE:

0.07 Noun:

8

ViLBERT: 0.89 Entropy: 83.0

Fig. 3. Examples of worker captions obtained using the four collection methods alongside their human ratings and model-based
metrics .
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Fig. 4. Number of descriptions obtained per image set, arranged by collection method. Images are grouped in four sets (A, B, C, D) of
6 images each. We obtained a minimum of 7 candidate descriptions per image set for each collection method.
Human evaluation of collected captions
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0
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0
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Correctness (%)

1

Fluency (%)
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0

Timed

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

p = .003
p = .003
p = .026

80
70
60
50
40

30
20
10
0

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

Fig. 5. Results of caption consistency (left) and human evaluation (right). One-way ANOVAs were conducted to discover the effects
of collection method on caption consistency (cosine similarity) and on human ratings of fluency, correctness, and amount of detail.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals; only significant comparisons (𝑝 < .05) are highlighted.

Pairwise independent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections revealed that participants rated the timed method’s captions
(𝑀 = 49.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 28.37) as less detailed compared to all other methods’: control (𝑀 = 64.4, 𝑆𝐷 = 23.26), 𝑝 = .003,
comprehensive (𝑀 = 64.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 26.26), 𝑝 = .003, and essential (𝑀 = 61.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 24.59), 𝑝 = .026.
4.2

Model-Based Evaluation

Fig. 6 visualizes the main results of our model-based metrics.
Correctness. To computationally quantify the correctness of the descriptions collected by different annotation
methods, we used the ViLBERTScore_F and SPICE_F metrics. A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of
the annotation method on ViLBERTScore_F, 𝐹 (3, 764) = 1.84, 𝑝 = .138, 𝜂𝑝2 = .007; we also did not observe a significant
main effect of the annotation method on SPICE_F, 𝐹 (3, 764) = 2.12, 𝑝 = .097, 𝜂𝑝2 = .008.
Amount of detail. To automatically gauge the amount of detail in the collected descriptions, we used two metrics:
number of words in NPs and cross-entropy. A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of the annotation
method on the number of words in NPs, 𝐹 (3, 764) = 6.47, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .025. A pairwise independent t-test with
Bonferroni corrections showed that participants rated the timed method (𝑀 = 7.49, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.34) as resulting in fewer words
in NPs as compared to all other methods: control (𝑀 = 8.56, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.99), 𝑝 = .013, comprehensive (𝑀 = 8.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.41),
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Model-based evaluation of caption correctness

Model-based evaluation of caption detail
p = .002

p < .001

p < .001

0.9

SPICE_f (0–1)

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

9

70

8
7
6
5
4

3
2

60
50
40

30
20
10

1
0

p < .001

80

Cross-entropy

0.9

p < .001

p < .001

10

# words in noun phrases

1

ViLBERTScore_f (0–1)

1

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

0

Control

Comp.

Esntl.

Timed

Fig. 6. Results of model-based evaluations of caption correctness and detail. One-way ANOVAs were conducted to discover the effects
of collection method on caption correctness (SPICE_f and ViLBERTScore_f) and detail (number of words in NPs and cross-entropy)
as evaluated via model-based metrics. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals; only significant comparisons (𝑝 < .05) are
highlighted.

𝑝 < .001, and essential (𝑀 = 8.91, 𝑆𝐷 = 3.46), 𝑝 < .001. Additionally, a one-way ANOVA revealed a significant main
effect of the annotation method on cross-entropy, 𝐹 (3, 764) = 14.45, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .054. A pairwise independent t-test
with Bonferroni corrections showed that participants rated the timed method (𝑀 = 55.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.87) as having lower
cross-entropy than all other methods: control (𝑀 = 69.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 29.14), 𝑝 < .001, comprehensive (𝑀 = 69.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 24.44),
𝑝 < .001, and essential (𝑀 = 68.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 24.09), 𝑝 < .001.
4.3

Metric Correlations

To validate the results of our model-based metrics, we compared them to our human evaluation results, as suggested by
prior research [3, 16, 23]. Fig. 7 summarizes the results of our correlation analyses.
Correctness. We computed Pearson (𝑟 ) correlations to assess the relationships between the correctness human
rating and our model-based metrics for correctness: ViLBERTScore_f and SPICE_f. There was a positive correlation
between the human rating of correctness and ViLBERTScore_f (𝑟 (358) = .18, 𝑝 < .001) and between the human rating
of correctness and SPICE_f (𝑟 (358) = .29, 𝑝 < .001). Additionally, we computed the Pearson correlation to assess the
relationship between our model-based metrics; there was a positive correlation between SPICE_f and ViLBERTScore_f
(𝑟 (358) = .40, 𝑝 < .001).
Amount of detail. We also computed Pearson (𝑟 ) correlations to assess the relationships between the human rating
of detail and our corresponding model-based metrics. There was a positive correlation between the human rating of
caption detail and the number of words in NPs (𝑟 (358) = .48, 𝑝 < .001) and between the human rating of caption detail
and cross-entropy (𝑟 (358) = .48, 𝑝 < .001). Finally, we computed the Pearson correlation between our model-based
metrics to measure detail level; there was a positive correlation between cross-entropy and number of words in NPs
(𝑟 (358) = .66, 𝑝 < .001).
4.4

Additional Exploration

In this section, we report the results of exploratory analyses motivated by the results reported above.
Time spent writing descriptions. The time-constrained collection method limited the amount of time that workers
were allowed to observe the image; however, it did not limit the amount of time workers were allowed to write their
12
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots illustrating the correlation between model-based metrics (SPICE_f and ViLBERTScore_f) and human ratings for
correctness (top), between model-based metrics (number of words in NPs and cross-entropy) and human ratings for detail (bottom),
and amongst model-based metrics for correctness (SPICE_f vs. ViLBERTScore_f) and detail (cross-entropy vs. number of words in
NPs) (right).

captions. In fact, none of the collection methods limited the amount of time that workers could take to write any single
description3 . We explored whether the collection method influenced the amount of time that workers took to write
their captions. Time was measured, in seconds, as the amount of time that workers had the description text box selected;
this way, we were not measuring the amount of time that they took to view an image before beginning to write its
description. A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of the collection method on the time spent writing
descriptions, 𝐹 (3, 764) = 7.53, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .029. Pairwise independent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections showed that
workers with the timed collection method (𝑀 = 36.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.70) spent less time writing descriptions than compared
to all other methods: control (𝑀 = 47.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 29.76), 𝑝 < .001, comprehensive (𝑀 = 51.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 36.49), 𝑝 < .001, and
essential (𝑀 = 46.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 30.23), 𝑝 = .002.
Correlation between description length and correctness metrics. While we wanted to collect image descriptions at multiple levels of detail, we also endeavored to achieve comparable correctness for both thumbnail and
comprehensive captions. However, the model-based metrics we utilized have only been evaluated with single-detaillevel captions previously; moreover, these metrics make use of reference descriptions, which also have a single level
of detail. Therefore, it is still unknown whether these metrics are consistent across captions of multiple levels of
detail. We explored the relationship between description length, as measured by number of words, and our correctness
metrics. A Pearson correlation analysis assessing the relationship between the human correctness rating and caption
length found no significant correlation, 𝑟 (358) = .08, 𝑝 = .124; a Pearson correlation analysis assessing the relationship
3 Workers

had a maximum of 12 minutes to finish a HIT consisting of 6 descriptions.
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between SPICE_f and caption length also indicated no correlation, 𝑟 (358) = .06, 𝑝 = .271. However, we found a negative
correlation between ViLBERTScore_f and caption length, 𝑟 (358) = −.49, 𝑝 < .001.

5

DISCUSSION

5.1

Obtaining Thumbnail Captions with Time Constraints

Our main research question asks whether we can collect captions with specific levels of detail for image datasets
through crowdsourcing; in our work, we consider two levels of detail: thumbnail (essential) and comprehensive. Our
results reveal that our time-constrained (timed) collection method was most effective at collecting image descriptions
with fewer details while still maintaining correctness and language fluency (as compared to the other three collection
methods). We initially predicted that the timed method might result in erroneous captions, as limited image observation
time may hinder an online worker’s ability to fully process an image; however, we observed no statistical difference in
the fluency and correctness of the captions collected via this method as assessed by both human ratings and model-based
metrics. Though our timed method did not instruct workers to produce captions at a specific level of detail, the direct
limitation of observation time appeared to effectively leverage their natural visual processing ability to extract the most
essential information from an image; accordingly, our study suggests that the timed collection method is effective at
collecting image descriptions for thumbnail-style captions.
From the examples of collected captions shown in Fig. 3, we see that, in most cases, the timed descriptions are
shorter than those produced by the other methods; however, this is not always the case and caption length does not
always accurately indicate level of detail. For example, in the Events image example, we see that even though the timed
description appears longer than the essential description, the timed caption omits some specific details (e.g., the number
of cyclists); similarly, in the People example, the timed caption does not include the same detail about the sign indicating
the twelfth hole of the disc golf course. Furthermore, other factors, such as workers’ personal writing styles, may
influence the length of written descriptions. These examples suggest that the relationship between a caption’s length
and its level of detail is complex. Despite longer captions in some cases, the amount of information contained in the
time-restricted captions was on average less than other methods while still maintaining similar correctness, which may
be explained by the exclusion of more specific details.
We originally conjectured that captions collected via the timed method might vary substantially from worker to
worker, as different individuals may focus on different aspects of images during the limited observation window.
However, our results show that the consistency across captions generated via the timed method, measured by the cosine
similarity of the vector representations of the captions, was comparable to the similarity of the captions collected with
the other methods; this implies that workers may have implicitly focused on the same parts of the images or that they
all recollected similar details when producing captions, providing further evidence that time-constrained collection
methods may be useful in obtaining consistent captions across a large number of workers.
Finally, the timed collection method was more efficient than the other methods based on the time workers spent
writing descriptions (see Section 4.4). Their efficient behavior may be a byproduct of the limitation on observation time,
as workers may have written the image description more quickly when forced to use memory recall and without the
opportunity to check the image again and again; in contrast, workers using the other collection methods had unlimited
access to the image while writing their captions. Overall, the time-constrained method is effective for collecting quality
thumbnail captions while supporting the efficient acquisition of correct image descriptions.
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Inadequacy of Text-Based Instructions in Acquiring Captions with Varying Details

We originally hypothesized that the text-based essential method could also effectively collect thumbnail descriptions;
however, our results reveal that the essential collection method yielded descriptions with similar levels of detail to
those obtained via the control method. Similarly, despite the added prompt asking for more detailed descriptions in the
text-based instructions, the comprehensive collection method also yielded captions with detail levels similar to those
produced by the control method. These findings suggest that the common text-based collection methods compared in
our study fail to elicit specific levels of detail from online workers.
To ensure that the workers paid attention to all of the task instructions, we required them to read and check off
individual instructions via checkboxes before proceeding to the task. The majority of the workers completed only one
HIT (using one collection method to write captions for a set of six images), which makes it less likely that our results
may be attributed to the inattention of workers who had, for example, skimmed through the instructions assuming that
they were the same as those for a different collection method used previously.
Text-based instructions are also vulnerable to potential differences in language interpretation; the terms “essential”
and “comprehensive” could have been understood differently than we had originally intended. For example, the term
“essential” could have been misinterpreted as an indication to include all important details, which would yield longer
descriptions than desired; some examples of this possibility can be seen in Fig. 3, where the essential descriptions for
the example images of People and Objects/things are longer than those produced by the control method. Moreover,
current crowdsourcing mechanisms do not provide feedback to workers in real time to inform them if their responses
are sufficiently “essential” or “comprehensive,” as also previously observed by Simons et al. [39]. Overall, text-based
instructions had a limited impact on workers’ task completion process as compared to the time-constrained method;
asking workers to provide appropriate details requires more effort than simply changing the wording of instructions, as
humans are prone to revert to their own natural writing tendencies.

5.3

Validation of Model-Based Metrics for Assessing Caption Correctness and Detail Level

The gold standard of validating image descriptions is through human ratings; however, they are costly to obtain
compared to automatic evaluations. Furthermore, automatic evaluations may be used in many scenarios: to provide
instant feedback to crowdworkers, solving one of the challenges of crowdsourcing image captions [39], or to aid
in the training of new AAT generators, as research suggests that contemporary AAT generators fail to satisfy BVI
individuals’ needs [12] and are not designed to produce captions at different levels of detail (e.g., [45]). However,
automatic evaluations are imperfect, often suffering from multiple sources of bias [6], and thus first must be validated
against human ratings.
We validated our model-based metrics against their corresponding human ratings. Overall, there was a moderate
positive correlation between the human rating of detail and both metrics of number of words in NPs and cross-entropy
(Fig. 7). These two metrics were also positively correlated themselves; this strong correlation is expected, as both metrics
are directly related to description length—a longer string of text typically has a lower probability (higher cross-entropy)
in a language model due to the combinatorics of words, and is also more likely to have more words in its noun phrases.
These correlative findings suggest that both the number of words in NPs and cross-entropy are adequate automatic
metrics for the evaluation of detail level in descriptions.
However, there was a weak positive correlation between the human rating of correctness and both SPICE_f and
ViLBERTScore_f; this finding is in contrast with prior work, where both SPICE_f and ViLBERTScore_f have been shown
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to have a moderate to strong correlation with human ratings [3, 16, 23]. As described in Section 3.1, a limitation of both
of these metrics is that they utilize reference captions, which we collected with the original MS COCO captions dataset;
hence, these metrics could be biased toward the level of detail in the reference captions. To explore this possible bias,
we calculated the correlation coefficient of both ViLBERTScore_f and SPICE_f against caption length in Section 4.4; we
found that ViLBERTScore_f had a moderate negative correlation with description length, while SPICE_f and human
correctness had no such significant correlation. Altogether, we found evidence indicating that ViLBERTScore_f is biased
against longer captions; this finding suggests the need for new model-based metrics for quantifying correctness that
are better correlated with human judgements at different levels of detail. One possible solve is to use metrics that
do not depend on reference captions, such as CLIPScore [16], which would theoretically eliminate the problem of
reference caption bias. However, these model-based metrics are still dependent on training data, since models that do
not explicitly include captions at different levels of detail could still be at risk of detail level bias.
5.4

Limitations and Future Work

In this work, we focused on evaluating the correctness of and level of detail included in an image description; however,
we did not measure the usefulness of such descriptions in understanding their associated images in specific contexts. As
one of the use cases of thumbnail captions is enabling the faster browsing of visual information for screen reader users,
an evaluation involving BVI individuals directly must be performed before implementing our methods for data collection
in further efforts targeted at that community. While prior work has demonstrated that progressive detail interactions are
effective for this population [30], it has yet to be determined whether time-constrained caption collection methods are
effective at capturing thumbnails that satisfy the needs of BVI individuals. Future studies can utilize a combination of
surveys and interviews [24, 28, 30] to evaluate image captions gathered for BVI individuals via various crowdsourcing
methods.
Additionally, we limited our study of a time-constrained collection method to 500 milliseconds of image observation
time—yet this may not be the most effective time constraint for the collection of thumbnail captions; while we explored
longer time constraints in our pilot studies, we did not test a shorter time limit. Potentially superior time constraint
limits might be inferred from prior work, where workers were given 150 milliseconds to complete image classification
tasks [42]. Future work may also explore the use of gaze tracking to better understand how people process visual
information in limited periods of time and its relationship to the amount of detail provided in a caption.
Finally, while we were successful in collecting thumbnail captions, we had limited success in collecting more extensive
captions with levels of detail beyond those generated via the control method. We speculate that the text prompts
employed in this study may not be effective in eliciting detailed captions; further experimentation with the wording of
said text prompts is required to gather captions with different levels of detail. Prior work has illustrated that access
to captions with multiple levels of detail is beneficial to BVI individuals [20, 28, 30]; future work may explore new
methods and mechanisms that support the effective collection of captions at additional levels of detail—including both
less and more detail than what is found in typical alt text.
6

CONCLUSION

We explored the collection of image descriptions using time-constrained and text-based methods for two levels of
detail: “thumbnail” and comprehensive captions. Our results demonstrate that our time-constrained method is effective
at collecting thumbnail descriptions while maintaining comparable correctness and fluency; moreover, we found
the text-based methods to be ineffective at collecting descriptions at multiple levels of detail. We validated several
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model-based metrics for detail level and correctness to enable automatic evaluations, which may be useful for immediate
crowdsourcing feedback and quality control in large datasets; for caption correctness, we observed that the model-based
metrics had a weak correlation with human ratings due to differences in description lengths at multiple levels of detail.
Finally, our study highlights that both of our model-based metrics of detail level have a moderate positive correlation
with human ratings, validating these metrics for future use in the automatic evaluation of image captions.
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